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This map (left) was a project commissioned by Jill Pauly, Director of Communications at St. John’s Prep School. The intended purpose of the map is to assist new students and first-time visitors with finding buildings and fields. Places such as Tower Field, Sexton Commons, and Thomas Hall/Life Safety were desired focuses as they are further from the main prep school building and thus more difficult to find.

The building shapes were downloaded from “Inner Campus” folder within the administrative S-Drive. The layer was modified for simpler buildings. Structures that cluttered the map or were unnecessary for navigation were removed.

Paths and parking areas were hand drawn. Parking areas nearest the prep school were delineated with the help of Jill Pauly. Permission-only parking is for elderly/disabled visitors to sporting events on Lake Sagatagan Field, prior permission required. Paths around SJU and SJP were drawn using a base map image from the S-Drive and Buildings layer as points of reference. The paths from Lake Sagatagan Beach to behind Saint Michael Hall were hand drawn. These were drawn for visitors to be aware of extra trails for entertainment. The inset represents an area too far away to be included in one contiguous map, however, was a critical feature to include.

References:
Buildings: S:\ENVR300\Datasets\SJU\Inner Campus\Buildings_Complete.shp
Base Map: S:\ENVR300\Datasets\Stearns County\Background Images\ortho_1-1n_s_mn145_2017_1.sid

The above image is the previous iteration of map used by St. John’s Prep.